Covalent adaptable networks: smart, reconfigurable and responsive network systems.
Covalently crosslinked materials, classically referred to as thermosets, represent a broad class of elastic materials that readily retain their shape and molecular architecture through covalent bonds that are ubiquitous throughout the network structure. These materials, in particular in their swollen gel state, have been widely used as stimuli responsive materials with their ability to change volume in response to changes in temperature, pH, or other solvent conditions and have also been used in shape memory applications. However, the existence of a permanent, unalterable shape and structure dictated by the covalently crosslinked structure has dramatically limited their abilities in this and many other areas. These materials are not generally reconfigurable, recyclable, reprocessable, and have limited ability to alter permanently their stress state, topography, topology, or structure. Recently, a new paradigm has been explored in crosslinked polymers - that of covalent adaptable networks (CANs) in which covalently crosslinked networks are formed such that triggerable, reversible chemical structures persist throughout the network. These reversible covalent bonds can be triggered through molecular triggers, light or other incident radiation, or temperature changes. Upon application of this stimulus, rather than causing a temporary shape change, the CAN structure responds by permanently adjusting its structure through either reversible addition/condensation or through reversible bond exchange mechanisms, either of which allow the material to essentially reequilibrate to its new state and condition. Here, we provide a tutorial review on these materials and their responsiveness to applied stimuli. In particular, we review the broad classification of these materials, the nature of the chemical bonds that enable the adaptable structure, how the properties of these materials depend on the reversible structure, and how the application of a stimulus causes these materials to alter their shape, topography, and properties.